
   
 
 

QSTK & TROPHY RIDERS EVENTS  
RULES AND REGULATIONS 

 
 
QMMF and LCSC have organized a training plan for QSTK & 
Trophy registered riders. 

 Participation in these events is subject to these rules and 
regulation, the aim of which is to try and ensure the safety 
and the good use of our facilities.  

 

SCHEDULE 

It very important to follow the track schedule as it has been 
designed to match with the rest of activities hosted in 
Losail. The ambulance service is related with the schedule 
set. 

REGISTRATION 

Access to the tracks facilities is free for registered QSTK 
and Trophy riders, however it is important to be properly 
registered at LCSC registration system every training day. 
This registration will be shared with QMMF for its following 
up. 

 

PARKING 

Parking will be allowed only in the designated areas. 

  



   
BIKES ALLOWED 

All the riders have to bring their own bikes and equipment. 
Bikes and equipment shall be in good condition and are 
subject to scrutineering if required.  The bikes allowed are 
based on the designated track areas to be used as per the 
schedule, based on the following specs: 

 

MAIN TRACK  

The bikes allowed to be used at main track should be 
between 250cc and 1000cc on road bikes, with on road 
tyres, following all the main track safety regulations.  

KARTING  

The bikes allowed for use in the karting area should be 
between 70cc and 450cc (Supermotard, SSP 300, Ohvale) 
with on road or trail tyres.  

OFF ROAD  

The bikes allowed for use in the off road track should be 
between 70cc and 450cc off road bike with flat track or rain 
tyres. ACCESS WILL NOT BE ALLOWED WITH MOTOCROSS 
TYRES OR ANY OTHER TYRES BUT FLAT TRACK OR RAIN 
TYRES.  

TECHNICAL AREA  

The bikes allowed for use in the technical area should be 
between 70cc to 190cc (Supermotard, PocketBike, PitBike, 
Ohvale) with on road or trail tyres.  

  



   
FEES 

This program is for free for QSTK & Trophy registered riders 
who will use their own bike.  

In case the rider wants to use LCSC/QMA bikes, it is 
necessary to rent them by paying a monthly fee of QAR 
6000. By paying this fee will entitle you to use QMA bikes 
for one month during the scheduled training days. Bikes are 
subject to availability.  

The monthly fee should be paid two days before the first 
training day. In case of damaging the bike, the rider must 
pay the cost of repair.  
 
 
 


